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Message  from  the  Chairman

Firstly, and most importantly, I hope you all are keeping safe and well and acclimatising to this strange ‘new 
normal’.  On a personal level, one of the unexpected pleasures during the last few months has been enjoying all 
aspects of flora and fauna in the local area.  Three of the nature highlights for me has been watching a baby greater 
spotted woodpecker being fed by its parent at the bird table in the back garden and also hearing the sound of the 
cuckoo in the local woods.  The third was unwittingly disturbing a skylark who made that wonderful mellifluous 
sound as it rose vertically, frantically flapping its wings.  I have not heard a skylark since my childhood and that was 
a special moment even if the bird thought otherwise!  The therapeutic aspects of being closer to nature cannot be 
over emphasised during this period and this is why we have included an article in this issue which looks at a garden 
in Surrey. 
It is coming up to that time of year when annual membership subscriptions are due.  Membership numbers are a 
problem for all county garden trusts and one reason, apart from lack of a ‘younger’ age group joining is that people 
are more likely to support a heritage society or organisation that is close to where they live, such as a nearby park or 
woodland.  Your continuing membership helps us to make awards to education and community groups and to assist 
with conservation projects within the former Avon.  To highlight why we try and protect our heritage and why your 
membership is so important is shown in the article Threats to the Landscape.  One of the great strengths of the Trust, 
since its inception nearly 35 years ago, has been protecting as much as possible of our historic heritage by 
responding to planning applications.  For this we thank the Planning Sub-Committee as they are the unsung heroes 
of the Trust and their work is so vital for the local area. 
Research is also a fundamental part of the Trust’s 
existence.  Besides helping us understand more about a 
particular site, it also gives us important information 
which is often required as we endeavour to protect those 
historic landscapes we all love so much.  The Journal has 
always been the cornerstone of any research for Avon and 
we owe a great debt to those who have helped us so much 
over the years.  One such stalwart was James Russell and 
included in this newsletter is our tribute to him.  We need 
more people like James to help us with articles for our 
Journal.  It would be a fitting tribute to him if we could 
publish a Journal this year but it does rely on pieces of 
work from our readers.  Please don’t be shy or bashful as 
you can always use a nom de plume.  
Inevitably, the current situation has meant we have had to 
cancel our scheduled visits but we are hoping our AGM 
followed by a talk on Walled Gardens will go ahead in 
October.  If it does, I hope as many of you are able will 
come along to the Spielman Centre at Arnos Vale as my 
fellow committee members and I would love to see you 
all again.  To end on a positive note, we were able to 
make a charitable donation to the Garden Museum which 
was a welcome change from having to cancel or postpone 
all visits and meetings. 
I would love to hear from any of you, my contact details 
are chairman@avongardenstrust.org.uk 

Ros Delany 

The English landscape itself, to those who know how to read it aright, is the richest historical record 
we possess (W. G. Hoskins)

mailto:chairman@avongardenstrust.org.uk
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Update on the Restoration of the Victorian Greenhouse at Blaise

Two years ago, in our Summer Newsletter, we reported how Avon Gardens Trust was working closely with the 
Friends of Blaise Community Garden who had taken over responsibility for the walled garden adjacent to Blaise 
House.  The garden covers about an acre, and includes seven large greenhouses, one of which dates from the 
Victorian period and was originally completely overgrown with brambles and saplings.  An intrepid band of 
volunteers have been gradually restoring this structure to bring it back to its original glory, a sight the Harford family 
who owned the estate would have recognised. 

Since 2018, the Trust has made two conservation awards to help with the restoration of this greenhouse.  The initial 
award provided for roof glazing bars and a condensation channel which helped to stabilise the structure and prevent 
further water ingress. Last year, I visited the garden to see what progress had been made and was delighted to see the 
funding from us had been spent as the greenhouse was now secure.  I heard how the next stage in the restoration 
process was going to be focused on the sash windows.  Fortunately, all the Victorian ironwork was intact but many of 
the frames around these windows required attention. Our second award went towards this restoration. 

The latest update from the Friends is the 
restoration process has continued; both 
ends of the greenhouse and all twenty 
side window frames now all have glass 
and volunteers are now painting the 
frames and cills.  This means the 
restoration of the lower part of the 
structure is effectively near completion. 
The next phase will be the restoration of 
the upper part of the greenhouse. 

The garden is well worth a visit and 
during pre-Covid times was open to the 
public on Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Saturdays from 10am to 2pm. Visit 
https://blaisecommunitygarden.org.uk 
for further information. 

The lower part glazed and 
painted.
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The Kip Project

A Gazetteer of Johannes Kip’s Gloucestershire Engravings

Members may be interested in a review of the progress of the Kip Project which was briefly described in the 
Spring Newsletter. It has made very substantial progress. The intention is to publish a large-sized book with a 
hard cover, which I am provisionally calling A Gazetteer of Johannes Kip’s Gloucestershire Engravings. It will 
cover 62 or 63 of the 65 engravings in Sir Robert Atkyns’ Ancient and Present State of Glostershire; I am not 
planning to included two engravings, one an architectural drawing of Gloucester cathedral, although wholly 
Kip’s work, and one, an unsigned map probably based on Robert Morden’s map of the county. Badminton in 
South Gloucestershire was engraved but not drawn by Kip, and may be included as an appendix.  Included in 
the 62 are two ‘Prospects’ of Gloucester, which a well-known historian of the town is examining and writing 
up, and the picture of Chepstow Castle, although not in the county, but selected by Atkyns because of its 
relevance to Tidenham. 

Each engraving will be reproduced at a good size, and be accompanied by a gazetteer entry of between 250 
and 300 words, drawing attention to particular points of interest in the engraving, not just the house and garden 
but also other buildings like the church, the countryside round about, and other features drawn by Kip. I have 
asked anyone volunteering to write an entry to consider its accuracy where possible, and also what remains of 
the site today. A good number of contributions have been received, read carefully, and where relevant, 
followed up with specific enquiries. I have been delighted to receive a most interesting contribution on 
Alveston in South Gloucestershire, where the view shows ships on the river as well as other houses and 
gardens around the main site or ‘seat’.  

More contributions from South Gloucestershire will be enthusiastically welcomed. Anyone thinking of writing 
about a Kip site known to them, or perhaps simply visited, is welcome to get in touch with me or just send me 
what they have written.  To help you with the research for a specific site, a digital version of the Kip engraving 
can be sent to you together with notes on the suggested content of the gazetteer entry.   

The sites in South 
Gloucestershire are spread 
throughout the area and many 
have been ‘forgotten’ or any 
trace of any vestige of the Kip 
landscape seemingly no longer 
exists.  The sites are Cleeve 
Hill, Dyrham, Henbury (2 
sites), Hull, Kingsweston, 
Knole, Nibley, Over, Sneed 
Park, Stoke Bishop, Stoke 
Gifford, Syston, Tortworth and 
Wyck. 

If you feel you would like to 
help, please contact Ros 
Delany (see page 2) to give 
you my email address, or send 
directly to her and she will 
forward to me. 

Anthea Jones
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Threats to Historic Parks and Gardens

Everyman who has a cause at heart must act as if it depended on him (William Morris)

Our page one image reminds us that the landscapes and houses we cherish are under pressure from 
development, be it roads and traffic as shown in that picture; demolition which is fortunately pretty rare; 
neglect which is very common and probably the most common threat of all; lack of money leading to 
vistas and landscapes becoming overgrown and partially lost.  Other threats include vandalism, divided 
ownership, housing development and tourism. 
Historic parks and gardens are part of our national landscape. As William Morris said of the Cotswolds: ‘It 
matters not who owns this house or that field, the landscape is ours, it is free to all who care to linger and 
look at its beauty.’ 

Fortunately, Prior Park (above) is owned by the National Trust so this landscape belongs to the nation for 
all to enjoy. That is sadly not the case everywhere and many historic 
landscapes are very vulnerable. Local Authority budgets and services 
continue to be cut and Conservation Officers lose their jobs; Historic 
England specialist staff are disappearing.  The impending economic 
recession due to the effects of CV-19 will increase the pressure on our 
historic landscapes. 

Vandalism, especially in urban areas, is a threat.  When sites are well 
maintained, this is less likely to be a problem, but once standards slip, it 
doesn’t take long for things to go downhill, as shown at Blaise Castle 
(left and below) . Fire damaged this exquisite Grade II* Rustic Lodge 
which was subsequently restored by a Heritage Lottery grant in the 
1990s.  Unfortunately, shortly after restoration, vandals yet again 
damaged this building severely and it has been boarded up ever since. 
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Perhaps the most common problem we encounter is neglect. You will know from your own gardens how quickly 
they can become out of hand if left untended.  Overgrown vegetation often closes up designed views and vistas, as 
on the Blaise Castle estate.  Here, lack of management has allowed scrubby tree growth to obscure the original 
designed view of the Repton landscape. The illustrations show Repton’s Red Book and the same view today. 
Fortunately, clearance of vegetation is often one of the easier and cheaper things to remedy.   

Sadly, neglect of structures is more costly to remedy and many 
are on the Heritage at Risk register including the Ragged Castle 
(left) in Badminton Park. Built c1750 by Thomas Wright, this 
folly castle is set on a motte at the end of a main drive from 
Badminton House.  The shell of the structure is in poor 
condition and the interior has been lost.  

Other threats which we may not necessarily think about are that 
of disease as we see more and more serious plant diseases in 
the UK, posing a serious threat to the continuation of some of 
our common garden plants and tree species. This increase is 
largely attributed to the rise in volume of imported plants, 
along with climate changes which increase the risk of pests and 
diseases becoming established. Oak, ash, horse chestnut, sweet 
chestnut, olive, box and many other plants and trees are 
increasingly at risk from fungal or bacterial disease or insect 

parasites.  The loss of entire species from a designed landscape can wipe out important designed elements such as 
avenues and clumps of trees, topiary and hedging.                    Adapted from a presentation by the Gardens Trust 

The battle to save our historic landscapes goes on and is never over.  It requires eternal vigilance, and an army of 
volunteers.  Our Planning Sub-Committee does a fantastic job but would welcome any help you can offer in this 
uphill struggle.  If you feel you can help out, please contact Planning@avongardenstrust.org.uk 

Key designed views lost
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A Garden for Healing

Headley Court, Surrey

Headley Court, in Surrey, is in the news again. Until 2018 it was the Defence Medical Rehabilitation Centre 
(DMRC), a centre for military personnel since the late 1940s. It has been re-purposed and recently re-opened as a 
NHS Seacole Centre for the rehabilitation of people recovering from Covid 19. 
Two years ago, when my son was a serving officer with the Army there, I had the privilege of being able to visit and 
then to research this wonderful and surprising ‘secret’ garden. 
The mansion at Headley was designed in the ‘neo-Jacobean’ style by architect Edward Warren for Walter Cunliffe.   
He was to become the Governor of the Bank of England from 1913 to 1918 and was knighted in 1914. Warren was 
articled to the office of G.F. Bodley where he worked alongside Frances Inigo Thomas a close confidante of 
Reginald Blomfield.  How much influence from one to another is uncertain but the mansion and its garden, 
completed in 1898 follows many of the design ideas promoted by Blomfield. 
The garden style at Headley is typical for the period with a terrace overlooking open lawns which slope down to a 
beech arbour, a sundial in clipped yew, topiary cut hedges, long perspectives but also a sense of enclosure, 
punctuated with statuary to form picturesque and scenic views. Walter Cunliffe took great interest in the garden and 
surrounding park, planting hundreds of trees, now perfectly at maturity. 
To the north and west there are terraced kitchen gardens, greenhouses, a one-time bathing pool and the orchard with 
its fine semi-circular brick fruit wall.   The espaliered fruit trees - pear, apple and plum - growing on the wall are 
doing well. 
In spite of changes made to the garden over the last 70 years much of the delight intended to be caused by this 
succession of partly hidden spaces with their vistas, focal sculptures and creative topiary still exists today. 
I wanted to bring this little snippet about a Surrey garden to you because of the very positive comments made by 
some of the medical staff about the garden. The space provided within the mansion is ideal but it is the garden and 
its varied green spaces that staff credit with additional healing power. Although we all understand the value of 
gardens for health it was good to read the Director’s comments in the press on the benefits brought by verdant 
places, for patients to enjoy. 
The Defence Medical Rehabilitation Centre has relocated to Leicestershire. The property is now in the ownership of 
a development company who has worked with the NHS and other partners to bring forward this facility. The 
mansion and all the structures in the garden are listed Grade II, although the garden itself is not on the HE Register 
of Historic Parks and Gardens. 

Gill Clarke 
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Garden Museum Fundraising Swim:  September 2020

The Director of the Garden Museum, Christopher Woodward, is planning an epic fundraising swim, aiming to raise 
£100,000 towards the £270,000 shortfall of funds needed to save the Museum.  We spotted their cry for help (on 
Twitter) and were eager to support this worthy endeavour. Within a day or so, our committee had unanimously 
agreed, by email, that this was a fantastic cause that we must contribute towards, and approved a donation of £500.   

Based in the abandoned church of St Mary’s at Lambeth, London SE1, the Garden Museum was the first museum in 
the world dedicated to the history of gardening.  Founded in 1977, it is a vital contributor to the UK’s collection of 
museums and archival resources for both amateur and professional researchers and specialists.  They have a 
fabulous permanent exhibition, as well as a series of temporary exhibitions, interesting lectures, events, and 
wonderful café.  If you haven’t paid it a visit during a trip to London, then when it is re-opened on the other side of 
the current Covid-19 pandemic – do go.  The converted church had an interesting extension completed in 2017, with 
new gardens by Christopher Bradley-Hole and Dan Pearson.  Incidentally, the first conference to use the extension 
lecture facilities was hosted by The Gardens Trust.  Do visit the website to whet your appetite!  https://
gardenmuseum.org.uk/ 

As the Garden Museum had to temporarily close its doors to visitors in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, this has 
been a big blow to their finances, as 70% of the income is generated from visitors, events, café and venue hire.  
They estimate that between March and June there will be a shortfall of £270,000.   

Art historian and author, Christopher Woodward now lives in Hackney, London, but also has connections to our part 
of the world – working at The Building of Bath Museum at its opening in 1992, and as Director of the Holburne 
Museum, Bath until 2005.  Christopher has serious swimming form and has previously completed epic swim 
challenges to raise funds for the Garden Museum.  Sponsored swims have including The Hellespont in Turkey 
(2010); The Strait of Gibraltar (2011); the River Thames from Oxford to London (2014); and a section of the Arctic 
Ocean (2017).  He had promised not to ask for sponsorship again, but then coronavirus struck………and this route 
is even more adventurous!  A 50-mile open water swim from Newlyn in Cornwall to Tresco on the Scilly Isles.  He 
is hoping to complete it over three days which is extraordinary and will be the first time that it has been attempted.  
Christopher will be channelling the memory of artist-gardener Cedric Morris (1889 - 1982), whose garden at Benton 
Hall, Suffolk and flower paintings featured in the popular Garden Museum exhibition Cedric Morris: Artist 
Plantsman in 2018.  The forthcoming sponsored swim will be tracing the same boat journey made by Morris, 70 
years ago.   

For those of us that are lucky enough to know 
the westerly tip of Cornwall, the combination 
of the Newlyn Art School and the sub-tropical 
gardens of Tresco conjure up enticing images 
of plants, art, landscape, light, weather, sea, 
solitude and gardens.  A 50-mile open water 
swim in memory of Cedric Morris is in itself 
newsworthy.  To raise money towards the 
Garden Museum is heroic, and we are pleased 
to be helping out a little.  If anyone wants to 
contribute themselves, the museum would be 
grateful for your support and do tell your 
friends and colleagues about it – the Garden 
Museum is an important and lively part of our 
national garden heritage. 

IN LINE WITH GOVERNMENT GUIDELINES, THE GARDEN MUSEUM PLANS TO RE-OPEN ON 4 JULY 

https://gardenmuseum.org.uk/
https://gardenmuseum.org.uk/
https://gardenmuseum.org.uk/
https://gardenmuseum.org.uk/
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Membership News

Annual Membership Renewal

It has, to say the least, been an odd year. Time goes on though, and, on 1 July, annual subscriptions for our 
members are due. Whilst several events have had to be cancelled, the garden owners are keen for us to visit 
in the new membership year and we hope that this will be possible. Throughout ‘lockdown’, the Trust has 
continued work on the provision of education, conservation and community grants as well as providing 
Newsletters to keep our members informed of what we are doing.  Work is ongoing to develop our historic 
parks and gardens database. 
Consequently, we are asking you to renew as usual at the same membership rates as last year. Standing 
Orders will be taken on 1 July and reminders sent out two weeks before that for those paying by cheque. 
Please help us continue protecting and raising awareness of historic parks and gardens in our area by 
renewing your membership. 

June Shannon 
Membership Secretary 

Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO)

A Resolution was passed at the AGM last year that the Avon Gardens Trust would change its status to 
become a CIO. Unfortunately, the Charity Commission did not accept our application as they were 
unhappy with a couple of the clauses, namely Objects and Trustee Benefits. They required that these 
clauses should be exactly the same as those contained in our original Memorandum of Association. I have 
revised the CIO accordingly and the Charity Commission have now agreed that it is acceptable to them. 
Before formally becoming a CIO, we will need to pass a resolution that the revised document is acceptable 
to members. Therefore, the resolution will be included on the Agenda for the AGM in October. 

If you would like a copy of the revised CIO please contact me alank@john-lewis.com 
Alan Kempton 

Treasurer 

Photographic Competition

As you will remember, we advertised a photograph competition in our Spring Newsletter which was at the 
start of the ‘lockdown’.  This competition has now passed the closing date and, disappointingly, we did not 
have any entries.

It was, perhaps, because of the initial feel about what members might be doing during their period at home. 
Time has moved on and, I do not think, it has hung heavily on most of us as was originally imagined.

We do not rule out holding another photographic competition again in more normal times.
Peter Shannon

mailto:alank@john-lewis.com
mailto:alank@john-lewis.com
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Membership News

Tribute to James Russell

James Russell was a member, good friend and supporter of the Avon Gardens Trust from the beginning, 
over 30 years ago.  

He first contributed with his knowledge of and interest in field archæology to the Trust's important 
campaign for Stoke Park, organised by Stewart Harding and David Lambert.  James mentions this in a 
commissioned article he contributed to our special Journal No. 6, in 2012, commemorating the first 25 
Years. He described this time himself as 'the start of a fruitful association', and mentioned some particular 
events of interest that followed.  

Over the years, some 15 articles on much of this fieldwork on places of local historic garden interest were 
written up and generously contributed to the Trust's Newsletters and Journals. James seemed to appreciate 
having his work in print, clearly presented and available. For an editor, he was always a reliable and 
welcome contributor of well written, thoroughly researched, referenced and illustrated articles.  It is 
probably through these articles that Trust members knew James best; he was a loyal, but reserved attender 
at events, an enterprisingly independent user of public transport. He will be missed, and I very much regret 
that an interesting project that we had discussed remains uncompleted. 

Peggy Stembridge 

James Russell (centre) on a garden visit c. 2000
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Programme of Events

Unfortunately, Avon Gardens Trust ‘lost’ all our planned visits scheduled for 2020 due to the coronavirus 
restrictions.  We have left the booking for our Annual General Meeting open in the hope we can get together in 
October. 
The meeting is scheduled for Sunday 4 October at 1.30pm in the Spielman Centre at Arnos Vale Cemetery, Bath 
Road, Bristol BS4 3EW.  We hope this venue will prove convenient to everyone as it can be reached by public 
transport as well as by car.   
The AGM will start at 1.30pm and after refreshments, we will follow this with a talk Walled Gardens by Sarah 
Cotter Craig of Oxfordshire Gardens Trust.  For the last ten years, Sarah has been working with historic landscapes, 
including the preparation of Conservation Management Plans for several National Trust properties such as Nymans 
and Hardwick Hall, as well as for English Heritage at Wrest Park.  Sarah was part of a major research project on 
walled gardens in Oxfordshire and this has enabled her to gain valuable insight into early walled gardens. 
This event will be free to members of Avon Gardens Trust and booking can be made by contacting Peter Hills by 
email, telephone or post - events@avongardenstrust.org.uk; phone 01275 858 809 or 07748 507 166 (mob).  Details 
are on the AGT website www.avongardenstrust.org.uk/events. 

We will update all members nearer the date on whether government guidelines allow us to meet as scheduled. 

If you have any ideas for 2021 please get in touch. My plan is to reschedule the cancelled events of 2020 if I can get 
the corresponding dates in the diary. 

Peter Hills 

The Spielman Centre and two 
views of Arnos Vale Cemetery


